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1. Ask questions using Q&A feature or Chat box.

2. Questions will be answered after presentation.

3. Evaluation form and teaching materials will be sent to you after the training. 
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01 Introducing Elsevier



Knowledge is power
…. And it ’s mine. 

Knowledge is power
…. And it ’s for the community. 

Knowledge is power
…. And it ’s for share. 

A record
But incomprehensive

A neat publication

But disconnected 

Easy navigate

With a pinch of AI



02 Research workflow



Research Workflow



03 Diversities of References



Why do we need both book and journal?

Major Reference Works (MRW)

Provide fundamental information 
that opens up fundamental 
overview of the existing body of 
knowledge
• Encyclopedia, Treatise

eBooks / Monographs

Presents sustained arguments that 
broaden the sphere of investigation and 
open up new paths of inquiry. 
• Exhibit on a single aspect of subject

Journals

Brings new cutting-
edge findings to your 
research
• Update knowledges

Book Series / Series of Handbooks

Offers a fresh and in-depth perspective 
on the current state of research that use 
the latest scholarship.
• methods, manuals, operation



1. Researchers’ behaviour demonstrates the need 

for interdisciplinary research is more prevalent 

than ever

2. Building knowledge should be seamless for 

researchers, irrespective of content type

3. ScienceDirect is uniquely positioned to reinforce 

what researchers at institutions need to further 

their work 

The behaviours and needs of researchers suggest that the book and journal are co-used.  

http://nscontent/usageresearch/reports/docs/topBOOKS/OUTPUT_co-usage.with_numbers2018.html


04 Library Search



Search library

What do we have on ScienceDirect ?

1. See all journals and books 

2. Filter by subject areas

www.sciencedirect.com

You may filter for OA or Non-
OA, or contain OA journals

You may filter for 
Journals only

Search by a journal or book title

Select any alphabet to 
filter for a journal title

Click at journal title to 
see more detail

Check for type of 
content and access type 

You may filter by 
research domain

http://www.sciencedirect.com/


Check the impact Check for requirements

Select for the latest articles, 
Top cited, Most popular, etc.

Click on any article title to read in detail or 
click download PDF for offline reading 

Select any related 
journals to explore more 

CiteScore

• CiteScore itself is an average of the sum of the 

citations received in a given year to publications 

published in 4 years divided by the sum of 

publications in the same 4 years.

• Takes 4 years (including current year) into account. 



Search library

Look for something specifically? 
ScienceDirect and librarians can help you.

3. Search for articles

Alert me

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/d
etail/a_id/25974/supporthub/sciencedirect/

Advance Search Tips

Select then 
download 
for offline 
reading

www.sciencedirect.com

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/25974/supporthub/sciencedirect/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/


Build you knowledge with ScienceDirect

4. Explore the latest selections

Search library

Select area of your 
research to read latest 
and hottest updates. 

www.sciencedirect.com

Select Articles that are 
currently popular. 

Select the latest issue 
of any Journal titles.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/


With ScienceDirect,
you are able to identify type of 
article with ease. 

Search library

Filter to refine search by 
article type
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Distinguish Book Chapter & Journal Article

e-book Journal



Journal’s anatomy

Navigate with ease with 
ScienceDirect

Go to the specific section

Understand content quickly

Download picture 

AI pick this for you.

Who cite this article?

See the impact of 
this articles.



Book’s anatomy

Navigate with ease with 
ScienceDirect

Go to the specific section



Read actively

Analysis, synthesis, sensemaking with 

help from Topic Page

1 2

3

Clear definitions More terms to further discover

Links to book chapters



Definitions

Fundamentals

Deepen 
knowledge

Latest
Advances

Methods & 

Processes

Books are the knowledge repository from which we learn.

Primary research

Summary of journal 
articles on a topic

Highly cited publications offering in-
depth explorations of developments 

in a field 

Pedagogical examination or didactic presentation of key 
subject area concepts and methods

Compendiums of information / data sets for field or techniques, 
providing quick answers on the job

Complete, advanced and detailed descriptions providing 
depth in subject areas

Comprehensive, foundational introduction 
to a discipline; encyclopedias

Journal Articles

Journal Review Articles

Serials

Major Reference 
Works

Textbooks

eBooks

Latest
Advances

Relevance of information over time

Journals

Books

Researchers Need Different Content Types for Different Steps in Their Workflow

• Data-mining

• Taxonomy building

• Algorithmic information extraction

• Relevancy ranking

• Quality confirmation

Data Science Technologies
Book Content

Topic Pages

Term in Journal
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Let ScienceDirect
help you check the quality

Make judgement

How many papers cited this work?

See the impact of 
this articles.



The Bibliographic Index Leader

>70M records and over 23,500
active titles from more than 5K
international publishers. More than 
3,759 Gold Open Access journals 
indexed, 165K books and 8,3M 
conference proceedings

Unbiased, comprehensive journal 
coverage with titles from many 
reputable scholarly publishers:

Finding and evaluating the right information with Scopus



Let Scopus help you check the quality

Make judgement

Search for Documents

Article level metrics

Author level metrics



Let Scopus help you check the author’s 
quality

Make judgement The expertise of this 

author

Compare the article’s quality with 
others’ from the same author



Article-level metrics in Scopus

Check quality of articles

Article-level metrics (ALMs) quantify the reach and 
impact of published research.

ALMs seek to incorporate data from new sources (such as 
social media mentions) along with traditional measures 
(such as citations) to present a richer picture of how an 
individual article is being discussed, shared, and used.

• Citation

• Field-Weighted Citation Impact (FWCI)

• PlumX Metrics

https://www.elsevier.com/editors/journal-and-
article-metrics

https://www.elsevier.com/editors/journal-and-article-metrics


https://www.elsevier.com/editors/journal-and-article-metrics

How many papers cited this work?

Who cited this work?

• Citation counts how many 
time the particular article 
is used as reference.

• The more citations 
received, the more 
published article referred 
to your article and made 
use of knowledge you built. 

Citations

https://www.elsevier.com/editors/journal-and-article-metrics


Field-Weighted Citation Impact (FWCI)

https://www.elsevier.com/editors/journal-and-article-metrics

• Field-Weighted Citation Impact shows how well 
cited this document is when compared to similar 
documents. 

• The FWCI is the ratio. A value greater than 1.00 
means the document is more cited than expected 
according to the average.

It takes into account:
•The year of publication - three-year window
•Document type, and
•The disciplines associated with its source.

Comparing with similar document, is this article popular?

https://www.elsevier.com/editors/journal-and-article-metrics


USAGE
(clicks, downloads, views, library 

holdings, video plays)

CAPTURES
(bookmarks, code forks, favorites, 

readers, watchers)

MENTIONS
(blog posts, comments, 

reviews, Wikipedia links)

SOCIAL MEDIA
(+1s, likes, shares, tweets)

CITATIONS
(citation indexes, patent 

citations, clinical citations)

Metrics 
Categories

PlumX

PlumX Metrics are comprehensive, item-level metrics that provide insights 
into the ways people interact with individual pieces of research output: 
• Visualizes scholarly engagement
• Includes 5 categories of metrics
• Designed to communicate engagement without a score 



Read each 
metrics in detail

Benchmark metrics of 
this article with others 
from the same journal 
by percentile
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An example of a Plum Print for an article that has metrics balanced in all 
categories. Link to article on PlumX.

An example of a Plum Print with a lot of Citations and Captures, a small 
amount of Usage, and no Mentions or Social Media. 
Link to article on PlumX.

An example of a Plum Print with an outsized amount of Social Media. 
Link to article on PlumX.

Plum Print Examples

https://plu.mx/pitt/a/-kPhW5JTctZV-DQJLyP3EkxrNJFOdLxPcuB2vf7NZO4/?display-tab=summary-content
https://plu.mx/pitt/a/FQVlbOWqVWZQovVnpnD_Dpli_nZ46gSbZcL1-EbGMKE/?display-tab=summary-content
https://plu.mx/pitt/a/0ekuRdxcpRjUpgdtgjM7yNtt3HGkkBbOf6Xayq8Cfu4/


• Question and Answ er Session

With partnership between Elsevier and Srinakharinwirot University

we advance your learning and equip you with skills in research workflow 

through customized teaching plan.

Kelwalin Dhanasarnsombut

Customer Consultant Elsevier South East Asia

k.Dhanasarnsombut@Elsevier.com

• Essential academic databases

• Research workflow for researchers

• E-content synergy for teaching and learning

• Manuscript preparation 

• Research communication

• Analysis of knowledge trends

• SDG and research

• Innovation and academic research trends

And many more



Coming next . . . 

Targeting Journals to Publish Manuscripts

• Explore and identify Scopus contents

• Selecting target journals for manuscripts

• Understand journal-level metrics

• JournalFinder

19th May 2021 

Time 13.00-15.00 



Q&A session

ScienceDirect Support Center

https://service.elsevier.com/app/contact/supp

orthub/sciencedirect/

Scopus Support Center

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/deta

il/a_id/14799/supporthub/scopus/#doc

Scopus Tutorial

https://service.elsevier.com/app/contact/supp

orthub/scopus/

https://service.elsevier.com/app/contact/supporthub/sciencedirect/
https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/14799/supporthub/scopus/#doc
https://service.elsevier.com/app/contact/supporthub/scopus/


Please give me some feedback

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KDCOVID

Wait for 2 days and you will get the 

link to learning materials 

https://qrgo.page.link/5VtHk


